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If you wish you could "Customise" or "Update" your current LED pockets

Then, this is the solution for you…..

Before buying this unit - always check the supplied sizes - see page 2

Image 1: Image 2:

Reveals our "Compact Range" of LED's Reveals the "Clip-on-Frame" - Attached 

Image 3: Image 4:

Reveals the Clip-on-Frame" on the LED Reveals - Possible Acrylic Colours

Fitting the Coloured Frames is very simple

1. Each Clip-On Frame has rear clips, these are set to allow either 1 or 2 frames (Front & Rear)

2. Clients could place 1x colour on one-side and another colour on the other side

Colours:

1. We can create your frames in a wide selection of colours, in fact 66x Colours!

2. However; we do believe "Black" is the most popular wanted colour

3. With this in mind (Black) we have A3 Landscape Black Clip-On Frames in stock

Unique Orders in a choice Colour:

1. When creating these displays they are laser cut from a large acrylic panel

2. This means, unique colours cannot be supplied as single items

3. Clients purchasing A4P or A4L - We can laser-cut a total of = 18x Pieces per panel

4. Clients purchasing A3P or A3L - We can laser-cut a total of = 11x Pieces per panel

Page 2

Page 2 reveals are current stock on hand i.e. A3 Landscape Clip-on-Frames

Page 2 also reveals the clips on the rear
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Clips…

These are staggered to allow another frame to be displayed on the other side

Unique Ordering Clients:

1. The above image reveals the Clip-On-Frame Sizes for Clipping onto LED Pockets

2. However; If they do not equal your own LED, refer to website for other listed A3 + A4

Your LED Pockets

1. Some LED Pockets have grippers, on each corner and hold the LED onto outside cables

2. Some LED Pockets have grippers, within the LED, we call these = "Bevelled LED Pockets"

3. We can create these Clip-On-Frames to match your own LED Pockets

4. To do this…..

Go to your own LED Pocket

Step 1 - Discover which type of LED Pocket you have - Outside - or - Within 

Step 2 - When looking down the LED - Measure the distance from side to end of left gripper

Step 3 - Now repeat step 2 but, measure the right-hand-side

Step 4 - Step 2 & Step 3 measurements are normally the same!

Step 5 - If you only plan to add only 1x Clip-On-Frame to your LED - That's it

Step 6 - If you plan to add another on the other side - call us 01244 470903

Step 7 - Finally - tell us the sizes of the Illuminated section

Step 8 - The above step is crucial, to avoid the documents are not hidden!

Finally - call us with all your measurements & wanted colour - Tel: 01244 470903
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